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From the Desk of the ManagerFrom the Desk of the Manager

Mike Lammers

Reliable & Affordable - A Challenge 
For Carbon Reduction
Being affordable and reliable are just two 

pillars of Public Power that we strive 
for. Nebraska Public Power District (NPPD) 
is our wholesale power provider that faces 
the challenge of carbon reduction without 
affecting reliability or affordability when 
generating electricity.

Carbon reduction is obviously a hot topic 
across the United States, and Nebraska 
(NE) is no exception. Nebraska Public 
Power District is currently looking at 
strategic directives as they consider long-
term plans for a possible carbon reduction 
goal. NPPD’s current mix of Nuclear, Hydro, 
Wind, Coal, Natural Gas, and Solar is a 
diverse, balanced blend that currently 
provides low-cost dependable power. 
Coal is presently a large portion of NPPD’s 
reliable generating mix, and without it I 
have concerns on how we are going to 
remain reliable and affordable, with the 
current markets and technology options we 
have today. While renewables have their 
place in the generation mix, they need to 
make good business sense for us to remain 
an economical and secure system. 

Reliability is something that many have 
taken for granted until recently, as rolling 
blackouts and power reductions have 
been acted upon across the country; even 
for many of our customers back in the 
February cold snap. As more intermittent 
wind and solar generators come into the 

market, this becomes a challenge to ensure 
there is enough base load generation like 
coal, nuclear, and hydro, so when the wind 
doesn’t blow or the sun doesn’t shine 
the grid remains stable. Cedar-Knox PPD 
is 99.99+% reliable and our customers 
demand this to be prosperous. Agriculture 
and businesses need stable power to be 
successful and our residential customers 
need dependable power for the extreme 
weather we see in Nebraska. 

With some of the lowest rates in the state, 
affordability is something we strive very 
hard to achieve as many customers cannot 
afford cost increases. Low power cost 
also helps attract and retain business and 
promotes load growth in NE. With 65% of 
our annual budget being power cost, any 
change obviously affects our bottom line 
as well. NPPD’s coal generators have done 
very well in the market and thus produced 
good margins that help keep rates low. This 
has even attributed to the Production Cost 
Adjustment (PCA) credits we have seen from 
them in recent years and passed on to you. 
Using some of the proposed technologies 
such as batteries to replace base load 
generation simply cannot be done affordably 
or sustainably at this time. I believe in 
time that the technologies will change or 
improve. This will likely lead to a different 
conversation or cost analysis at that time, 
but currently I feel we are not there yet.

NPPD has implemented 
carbon reduction 
improvements over the years to already 
achieve 64% carbon free status, which is an 
envious number by many in the industry. They 
have recently hosted forums and surveys 
across the state to hear from customers 
statewide on this topic. Thank you to those 
who took the time to fill out the survey or 
attend one of the forums. A draft option with a 
goal of achieving “net zero” carbon emissions 
from NPPD’s generating resources by 2050 
is currently being considered. This proposed 
option, while a good goal, is not done easily. 
In my opinion and that of many of the experts 
I have heard from, the prediction is that about 
80% carbon free is achievable. It is the last 
approximately 20% that becomes very hard 
to achieve without affecting affordability 
or reliability with the technology options of 
today. New advancements such as carbon 
capture and sequestration may also present 
effective ways to possibly reduce carbon 
dioxide emissions from power plants. There is 
a balancing act of making these decisions, as 
one decision adversely affects the other and 
why we must proceed with caution. While we 
all care about our environment and making 
it better, we also need to accomplish goals in 
a responsible manner. I will continue to work 
with our wholesale provider to try to ensure 
we remain that same reliable and affordable 
power system that we all rely on. 

September 28th is National Voter Registration Day  
If you are not currently registered to vote, you can register at the Nebraska Online Voter Registration page at 
www.nebraska.gov/apps-sos-voter-registration/  or at your county courthouse.



Farmers:  Proper Rest & Managing 
Stress To Stay Safe During Harvest
For many farmers, fall requires long days in the field and little rest. The 
pressure to harvest as much as possible, combined with fatigue and loom-
ing deadlines, increases the risk of injury. In fact, most injures occur during 
the spring and fall when stress and fatigue are common.

Getting proper rest can make a huge difference in staying safe, but during 
the time crunch of harvest season, farmers typically sacrifice sleep to work 
late into the night. Sleep deficiency has been associated with increased 
injury, reduced reaction time, and reduced concentration, all of which could 
impact health and safety, as well as productivity.

The demands of harvest are stressful, and a lack of sleep can intensify that 
and lead to errors in the fields or even on the roads. Managing stress is an 
important component to injury prevention, health, and safety. A person can 
use the ‘Four A’ Method to successfully manage the stress of long hours and 
unpredictability. 

• Avoid (planning ahead)
• Adapt (changing expectations)
• Alter (changing the situation when you can) and;
• Accept (acknowledging that a situation is what it is)

CKPPD wishes everyone a safe, productive, and stress-free harvest. For 
more information about safety around electricity, including farm and ranch 
safety, visit SafeElectricity.org.

IT Professionals Day
September 21st is 
Information Technology 
(IT) Professionals Day.  
At Cedar-Knox Public 
Power, our IT and 
Security Director is 
Mark Kuehn (see right).  
This is a day that we 
can thank those who 
keep us all connected 
in our ever-changing 
world of advancements in technology.   

Mark is responsible for our computer network and 
maintenance, cyber security protection, the backup 
of our data, integration of software, and so much 
more. In the past year, CKPPD has implemented 
several new technologies that have provided new 
challenges for Mark in which he successfully kept 
us running smoothly.  

Thank you, Mark, for all your efforts each day and for 
handling many “behind the scenes” tasks.  You Rock!  
#ITPRODAY

Jordy Feilmeier, daughter of Journeyman Lineman, Jeff & Taylor 
Feilmeier poses by the CKPPD bucket truck while waiting for 
the Schützenfest Parade to begin in Bow Valley on July 31st.  
If you know of an upcoming parade or community event that 
we can participate in, please contact us. 

Fall harvest time can be 
one of the busiest and most 
dangerous seasons of the year 
for the agriculture industry. For 
this reason, the third week of 
September has been recognized 
as National Farm Safety and 
Health Week. This recognition 
has been an annual promotion 
initiated by the National 
Safety Council and has been 
proclaimed as such by each 
sitting U.S. President since 
Franklin D. Roosevelt in 1944.

Logo design by the 
Illinois Farm Bureau


